Introduction
While planetary gearboxes usually have unequally spaced planets, some planetary gears have equally spaced planets due to the limitations of assembly conditions or special applications [1] [2] [3] .
Considering subject requirements, Table 1 -2 summarizes the basic parameters of two stage power branch at all levels of double planetary composite transmission system for underwater device. First hypothesis star and second planetary gear in the gear train around the sun gear spacing, planet and star gear structure are same, two star gear and planetary gear bearing support stiffness are equal, engaging star or planet and sun gear meshing stiffness are equal, star or planet gear and ring gear stiffness are equal. As shown in Table 2 , multiplicity table numbers in parentheses is the inherent frequency, natural frequency is not marked as a single.
In the literature, many studies exist on the mode shapes, Parker and Wu [4] analytically investigated the vibration modes of planetary gears with unequally spaced planets and an elastic ring gear. Guo and Parker [5] studied the modal properties of compound planetary gears using a model with only rotational degrees of freedom. Recently, Cooley and Parker examined gyroscopic system eigenvalue behavior in high-speed planetary gears [6] , which can take advantage of the modal properties derived in this work.
System Vibration Mode
The modal shapes are fundamental when dealing with an existing vibration problem or designing new systems to avoid resonant vibration, as gear engineers routinely need to do. This paper provides detailed and rigorously derived properties of the modes for planetary gears with equally spaced planets. The work provides knowledge engineers can use in practice as well as modal properties critical to further research on resonant vibration response, non-linearity, diagnostics, and the like. 
Star gear system vibration mode
The mode shapes calculated and summed up three kinds of the system vibration modals: star gear vibration modal, planetary gear vibration modal and modal coupling [7] [8] [9] . The first stage star gear in planetary gear vibration system, when no vibration, called this mode is the star gear vibration mode [10] [11] [12] . These variation laws:
(1) Star gear numbers are certain, the number of planetary gear is changed, the natural frequency of the system without change. The modal properties of planetary gears with equally spaced based on the discrete and lumped-parameter models.
(2) The number of planetary gear is constant, with the increase of star gear numbers, the system variation of natural frequency is not significant [13] [14] [15] . For equally spaced planets with even N, all the modes fall into two types: M＞3 rotational modes and M-3 translational modes. The total number of rotational and translational modes equals the total degrees of freedom, so no other mode types are possible. In these frequencies, vibration central is component of star gear, star formation rate, with natural frequency Table 3 corresponding to 934.8Hz, 1259.6Hz and 2474.7Hz; and a single frequency, center star gear components is only torsional vibration, gear deformation is the same as in Table 3 , and the corresponding frequency is 6638.8Hz. [16] [17] [18] . The change rules:
(1) Star gear numbers are certain, with the increase of planetary gear numbers, the natural frequency of system overall trend is increasing; the natural frequency of two order modes is decreasing. When N / 2 is even, N / 2 1  is odd. Accordingly, half in N3  are odd and the other half are even. Thus, planet modes contain odd nodal diameter components, and they evolve into translational modes; planet modes evolve into rotational modes, where the additional modes come from the distinct planet modes. At these frequencies, star gear, planetary gears and coupling vibration modal frequency corresponding respectively are 972.7Hz, 1173.1Hz and 2015.6Hz, as shown in Table 3 .
(2) When the planetary gears numbers are fixed, the number change of star gear and the system natural frequency remain unchanged, the total numbers are 3 ( N 1)  .
System Coupling Vibration Modal
The first stage star gear train coupling, when second stage planetary gear system have vibration, which called the modal coupling vibration mode [19] . These change rules are:
(1) When star gear numbers are certain, planetary gear numbers are changed, the system inherent frequency change is small, the system without repeated root [20] .
(2) When planetary gear numbers are certain, star gear numbers are changed, the system natural frequency is showed an overall increasing trend [21] . Fig.3 a) , vibration type of planetary gear system as shown in Fig.3 b) .
As shown in Fig.3 a) , center star gear train components not only translational motion, but also torsion with the three movement direction, but vibration characteristics is no regularity. Planetary gear vibration shown in Fig.3 b) , center component is only torsion deformation.
Can be seen from the above analysis, when the interaction between the two stages, the first stage star gear train is maximum. Although the second stage planetary gear train components mode still has certain regularity, but planetary gear vibration modal is diversity.
The next step analysis is the modal characteristics and each vibration mode relation, according to the vibration characteristics of the simplified system value problem, the modal characteristics is corresponding.
Characteristics Analysis

Star Gear Vibration Modal Analysis
The star gear vibration mode has the following characteristics: (1) In planetary gear system, sun gear, ring gear, planetary gear and a planetary frame vibration displacement respectively are zero, With the modal expressions (4) and (5) and straight forward manipulation, the following modal characteristics equations. 
Substituting (4) and (5)  .
Substitution of (3) and (4) into (5), (6) and (7) generates the following three equations. For each Eigen solution of this reduced eigenvalue problem, the full system mode is constructed from (8), (9) and (10). Generally, all the eigenvalues are distinct. Compared to the translational modes of planetary gears with equally spaced planets. These additional translational modes are discussed below.
Planetary gear vibration modal analysis
An interesting question is: when the planet spacing changes from equally spaced (with an even number of planets), how do the planet and purely ring modes, which exist only for equally spaced planets, evolve into rotational or translational modes? The rule is: If a mode for equally spaced planets has odd nodal diameter ring components, it evolves into a translational mode when the planets are diametrically opposed; if a mode has even nodal diameter ring components, it evolves into a rotational mode. To apply this rule, note that for equally spaced planets with even N, the nodal diameter components of any mode are all even or all odd; for diametrically opposed planets, translational modes have all odd nodal diameter components while rotational modes have all even nodal diameter components. The vibration modal of planetary gear has the following characteristics.
Some clues guide the justification of the above rule. Every mode for equally spaced planets must evolve into either a rotational mode or a translational mode as the planets deviate to the diametrically opposed case.
Because of the continuity of the modes for changes in planet spacing, equally spaced modes retain this property when the planet spacing changes to diametrically opposed. One can imagine small deviations from equal spacing to clarify this continuity argument, but the conclusion is not restricted to that case; the properties established for small deviations must also hold for large deviations because the foregoing proof of the modal properties is not limited to small deviations [11] . This indicates planet modes, whether distinct or degenerate, having odd (even) nodal diameter components will evolve into translational (rotational) modes as the planets change from equally spaced.
The deflections of the planets (and all other rigid components) are zero for a purely ring mode. Thus, using the deflections of the planets as the condition to determine which type of mode it will evolve into does not work. A purely ring mode has one and only one nodal diameter component. For continuity of the modes, the mode that a purely ring mode evolves into should contain at least that specific nodal diameter component. Thus, if the purely ring mode has an odd nodal diameter component, the corresponding diametrically opposed mode will contain that (and other) odd nodal diameter components; this means the purely ring mode evolves into a translational mode. Similarly, if the purely ring mode has an even nodal diameter component, it evolves into a rotational mode. According to Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), for even N there is M-3 purely ring modes. When N/2 is even, all the purely ring modes have an even nodal diameter component, thus they evolve into rotational modes.
Coupled Vibration Modal Analysis
For rotational modes of equally spaced planets, the deflections of all the planets are identical. Considering the coupled vibration mode characteristics, a rotational mode of equally spaced planets contains only nodal diameter components. Because N is even, all the numbers of nodal diameter components are even.
When the star gear and planetary gear train are vibration, and the vibration of star gear train no rule, the inherent frequency of the system are single.
For translational modes of equally spaced planets, the planet deflections for a pair of translational coupling vibration modes satisfy. (13), coupling vibration modes of equally spaced planets remain translational modes. Because translational modes of equally spaced planets contain the nodal diameter components with even N, all the ring nodal diameter components are odd. Thus, one can identify it as a translational mode for equal space planets based on the even/odd condition as well.
In summary, for any mode of systems with equally spaced planets, whether the elastic ring nodal diameter components are even or odd determined.
Conclusions
This work analytically identifies the modal properties of planetary gears with equally spaced planets and sun gear. The discrete model represents the ring gear as an body free to deform radially while the remaining components are rigid. The elastic continuum ring model leads to an infinite-dimensional system. Relationships between the modal properties of planetary gears with equally spaced planets and sun gear are examined in detail. The following conclusions are obtained: All the modes are classified into rotational or translational modes with distinct natural frequencies. Closed-form expressions are provided for the structure of each mode type. A rotational mode contains only even numbered nodal diameter components of the elastic ring, and a translational mode contains only odd numbered nodal diameter components. The planet and purely ring modes present when the planets and sun gear are equally spaced is exist.
For rotational modes, the translations for the ring rigid motion, sun, and carrier are zero. For translational modes, the rotations for the ring rigid motion, sun, and carrier are zero.
All the planet and purely ring modes of equally spaced planets evolve into either rotational or translational modes. The rule governing this modal evolution is: any mode for equally spaced planets and sun gear having odd (even) nodal diameter components evolves into a translational (rotational) mode.
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